Application Modernisation Readiness Assessment

The future is running your applications in the cloud? You want
to modernise your application landscape and benefit from an
increased operational efficiency and improved agility? Our Application Readiness Assessment is the beginning of your journey.
During our assessment, we will analyse
your application landscape and start the
journey together. We evaluate the readiness of your application and business requirements to identify your path to the
cloud. At the end of the assessment, you
will be presented with a tailored roadmap
of your application modernisation journey. Be ready to start the refactor, rehost,
rearchitect or rebuild process of your
applications.

Your benefits with the Application Modernisation
Readiness Assessment by Swisscom

What does the Application Readiness Assessment
include?

– Leverage a wide partner network
Use our local expertise and global reach as your
competitive advantage.

Our Application Readiness Assessment is designed to
deliver your personalised modernisation strategy.
Jointly, we analyse the state and health of your current
applications and systems, aggregate your futures needs
and visions and define the best path to the cloud by
rehosting, refactoring, rearchitecting or rebuilding your
applications. Our analyses will fully consider data
security aspect to fit your confidentiality policy based on
your data classification. We then define the feasibility
and the individual steps up to modernisation, including
forecasts of your return on investment. Throughout this
assessment, you will rely on our expertise, advice and
best practice approach. With the help of our experts,
defining priorities, evaluate technical complexity and
business processes has never been so clear and helpful.

– Know your cloud readiness level
Learn the maturity of selected applications from your
digital landscape and understand what needs to be
done before you can migrate them successfully to the
cloud.
– Get an overall perspective
Our assessment will analyse your situation from both a
technical and a business perspective.
– Benefit from best practices
Profit from our best practice approach as a leader and
Microsoft Gold Partner who is successfully developing
and managing client specific applications.

– Be ready for your cloud deployment
Profit from a technical assessment, an actionable
roadmap, and a business case. You will be consequently well prepared to modernise and migrate your
application landscape to the cloud.
The Application Readiness Assessment is fully included
in our application modernisation service offering, which
includes migration, modernisation and lifecycle
management of cloud applications.

How we carry out the Application Readiness Assessment

Facts & Figures
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The information in this document does not constitute a
binding offer. It is subject to revision at any time.

Duration and cost

Duration: 5 days, comprising of:
− Kick-off and definition of detailed assessment scope: align on which custom
applications to assess based on your business priorities and application dependencies
− Workshop with your business key stakeholders at your premises
or online
− Analysis of your current situation, assessment of your applications, options
for the migration, and presentation of your tailored journey
Cost: CHF 9’800, including an Azure CSP subscription with a CHF 250 allowance for three
calendar months.

Process

Business Analysis
Digital landscape inventory workshop with related interviews, we analyse the
current digital ecosystem in order to understand the ICT applications strategy and digital
roadmap (short and mid-term) to define together a prioritised list of candidate applications
for migration.
Technical Analysis
In the technical part we will take a deep dive into the architecture of prioritised, tailor-made
business applications. They will specify the target Cloud architecture and define actions to be
completed to enable the migration. A suitable cloud architecture as well as a technology stack
for the selected customised business applications will be considered.
Presentation of your tailored journey
Together with your expert group we present your journey including validation of your key
stakeholders as a baseline for next steps. Additionally, we deliver a high-level business case
with effort estimates and costing for Application Modernisation.
Azure subscription
If you do not yet have a Microsoft Azure subscription, you will receive an Azure CSP
subscription (CHF 250 allowance for three calendar months) as part of the assessment.

Additional
services

Consulting
− Customer specific requirement engineering and consulting based on your claim
− Conduct change management to get users on board including training of operational
teams
Development
− Implement your migration and modernisation strategy (rehosting, refactoring,
rearchitecting or rebuilding) including proof of concepts and BluePrints
− We deliver custom software from scratch as well as citizen developed solutions
− Best of both worlds: On-Demand Software factory in Switzerland and Offshore
Operation
− Deliver and configure Agile Tools and DevOps processes
− Application Maintenance & Lifecycle
− Offer several support levels including monitoring of Azure Infrastructure

With our portfolio, we pursue a holistic approach. In addition to Professional Services, Managed Services and our
Reselling+ portfolio, we are also your partner for Microsoft 365 and Dynamics 365. This assessment is brought to
you in partnership with our subsidiary Swisscom Digital Technology Ltd. Learn more at www.swisscom.ch/azure.

